Surface Modification of Self-Assembled Monolayers for Organic Transistors
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Abstract
We have fabricated DNTT organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) using self-assembled monolayers (SAM) based on phosphonic acids in the gate dielectric. The surface of SAM has been modified by novel modification method of DUV parallel ray exposing system. We have investigated the relationship between the surface property of SAM and electrical performance of OTFT. Maximum OTFT mobility of 1.6 cm2/Vs was obtained without modification. Meanwhile, wettability of SAM was significantly improved by the modification. This hydrophilic surface of SAMs enables us to deposit solution-semiconductor on SAMs gate dielectric layer by drop-casting method.

1. Introduction
Organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) have received large amount of interest in these days. It is because its semiconducting layer can be deposited with solution processing. Many studies have been made about solution processed OTFTs but it is very difficult to operate solution processed OTFTs in low operational voltage and low power consumption. To drive OTFTs in low operational voltage and low power consumption, using self-assembled monolayers (SAM) in the gate dielectric layer was reported[1]. In the report, circuits using OTFTs were operated in the supply voltage of as low as 1.5 V.

However, combination of these two factors, depositing semiconducting materials on the SAM surface with printing method, does not be achieved. The main problem with existing approach for applying printing techniques to SAM gate dielectrics is the surface property of SAM. SAM makes very dense surface and has low surface energy; therefore, the surface of SAM is hydrophobic. Because of this hydrophobic surface, gate dielectric of SAM sheds the ink of semiconductor. There are some research about modifying SAM surface with many kinds of method such as ion beam[2], electron beam[3], DUV photon beam[4], and so on. However, all of them has problems when we think of applying it to solution processed transistor with SAM gate dielectric.

To realize fabricating OTFTs with solution-processable organic semiconductors on the gate dielectric of SAM, we have developed a novel modification method for SAMs. With the treatment, we successfully modified the surface of SAM gradually. Mobility was changed from 1.6 cm2/Vs which is the value of non-treated OTFTs to 0.1 cm2/Vs which is the value of treated OTFTs for 20 minutes. This gradual change of mobility implies SAM can be modified without totally removing it by using our DUV exposure equipment. This result will enable us to deposit semiconductor on SAM with solution processing method.

2. Experiments

DUV exposure equipment
To modify the surface, we have invented a novel Deep Ultra-violet (DUV) exposure equipment. It consists of DUV light source and parabolic mirror. The wave length of the light is around 180 nm, which is lower than
the wave length of conventional DUV exposing system (which is around 300 nm). In addition, by placing the light source at the focus of its parabolic mirror, we obtained parallel ray of DUV, which enables us to make fine pattern on the surface.

**Fabrication Process**

The schematic illustration of our top-contact OTFT is shown in Fig. 1(a). These transistors are fabricated by vacuum evaporation, plasma ashing, dipping processes, and exposing process. First, a 50-nm-thick Al layer is thermally evaporated on a polyimide substrate the thickness of which is 75 μm through a shadow mask to form gate electrode. Then, AlOx was deposited on the gate electrodes by plasma ashing. On this AlOx layer, only 2-nm-thick SAM layer was formed by dipping to SAM solution, which consists of N-Octadecylphosphonic acid and 2-propanol, as a p-type or n-type organic semiconductor channels. Following the formation, surface of SAM layer on some devices was exposed to DUV light for 5 min to 20 min. After that, 30-nm-thick DNTT (dinaphtho[2,3-b:2′,3′-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) was deposited by vacuum evaporation with a shadow mask. Finally, Au lines were patterned evaporated by thermal evaporation process for source and drain electrode. Fig. 1(b) shows a microscopic image of the fabricated devices. The TFTs have a channel length of 38 μm and a channel width of 500 μm.

**3. Result**

Fig. 2 shows electrical properties of fabricated OTFT without DUV treatment with channel length and width of 38 μm and 500 μm respectively. The mobility of 1.6 cm²/Vs was calculated from transfer characteristics shown in Fig. 2 (a) and on/off current ratio is 10⁶.

Then, we measured electrical property of OTFTs which has treated SAM layer with DUV light for 5 and 20 min and calculated mobility in the same way described above. The result is shown in Fig. 3. The mobility was decreased from 1.6 cm²/Vs to 0.1 cm²/Vs.

**4. Conclusions**

We have manufactured high performance organic TFTs with SAM layer in the gate dielectric and successfully modified the surface of SAM and calculated the mobility of each transistors. From the result, we confirmed that our exposure equipment can modify the surface of SAM layer gradually, which enables us to deposit semiconductor layer with drop-casting method on the SAM layer without totally removing SAM. This result implies that we will be able to fabricate OTFTs with SAM layer by printing techniques.
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